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ABSTRACT
In this experiment, we attempted to leverage emerging aug-
mented reality technologies in order to redefine the computer
desktop paradigm. We introduce a new term, Desktop Pro-
jection Model (DPM), that is used to describe the way in
which the desktop is projected into 3D space. By leveraging
natural gestures and spatial memory, we hypothesized that
a natural user interface, the immersive DPM (iDPM), would
have better user performance and user experience than a more
traditional interface, the planar DPM (pDPM). A within-
participants study was conducted with 6 participants in or-
der to determine whether spatial memory will allow users to
complete tasks more quickly and more efficiently, and to de-
termine which DPM yielded the best user experience. Data
was gathered on the total time taken to complete each task, as
well as the total distance that the participants needed to move
their hands in order to complete each task. Our findings show
that the iDPM required significantly more time and distance
to complete each task, and that most participants preferred
the pDPM – although most preferred the iDPM before tests.
We believe that these findings were skewed by the technical
limitations of the prototype, and that future study is needed to
properly determine the viability of this interface.

Author Keywords
Gestural interaction; augmented reality; wearable computing;
natural user interface; spatial memory; 3D UI; desktop man-
agement.

INTRODUCTION

Motivation
While computer technology has advanced to allow different
multimodal input types and 3D graphics, desktop interfaces
have generally remained the same – providing users with a
2D plane where items’ and programs’ icons can be arranged
or organized as determined by the user using a traditional
mouse, touchpad or touch-screen. We developed different
3D desktop projection models that enhance typical desktop
interaction. By comparing these different models, we evalu-
ate each’s effectiveness to minimize the amount of time and
amount of physical work needed in order for the user to man-
ually cluster and relocate desktop objects.

Description
In this study, we define a Desktop Projection Model (DPM) as
a way of projecting a desktop interface into 3D space, using
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an virtual reality system. The goal of this study is to explore
how effectively users can manipulate different DPMs using
gesture input, and to determine which DPM is the most ef-
ficient and the most preferred by users. User manipulation
refers to organization and retrieval of desktop objects (e.g.,
document or program icons). We consider three different
DPMs; each of them are sketched in Figure 1 and described
below:

(1) Planar (2) Volumetric (3) Immersive
Figure 1. The three desktop projection models evaluated in this study,
and their respective screenshots – interfaces visible to the user. Users
interact with desktop objects using gesture input.

1. Planar (pDPM): The pDPM consists of a vertical bounded
2D plane projected in 3D space. This DPM is to simulate a
standard traditional 2D computer desktop floating in space.

2. Volumetric (vDPM): The vDPM is to simulate a cube-like
environment, which is the extension of a 2D desktop into
3D space. Specifically, each desktop object has an addi-
tional depth coordinate, corresponding to its distance from
the front of the volume.

3. Immersive (iDPM): The iDPM uses the space/room
metaphor, consisting of the bounded outer shell of a sphere
surrounding the user, rather than simply a space in front
of the user. In the iDPM, the desktop objects occupy the
physical space around the user.

Contributions
Unlike other studies [2, 4, 7, 14], we compare three different
desktop projection models (DPM) based on perceived depth
within a 3D interaction environment. We developed a 3D
desktop interface visualization using the fundamental design
principles of related literature [3, 17] and based on real-world
metaphors for user interaction.

Our evaluation presents the results of three different DPM in
terms of the amount of time and motion needed to complete
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the tasks, and based on user preference tested in a preliminary
study. We analyse the results to identify which DPM yields
the best performance, and discuss why this happens. Our
findings are applicable to other areas for 3D interfaces: for
example, navigating information visualizations of clustered
data, or traversal of dynamic environments in game design.

Our paper first reviews the current state-of-the-art in 3D desk-
top interaction, and discusses the influences of natural user
interfaces and spatial memory on our interfaces. We then out-
line our study to test each DPM, and discuss the results and
their implications.

LITERATURE REVIEW
In developing and evaluating our 3D desktop interface, we
rely on previous research about 3D desktop interaction and
design, natural user interface (NUI), and support for spatial
memory in a 3D user interfaces (UIs).

3D Desktop Interaction
Our design of the 3D desktop interface and interaction el-
ements builds on previous work that developed BumpTop
(3D desktop using a strong desktop metaphor) and SpaceTop
(multidimensional interface with gesture input).

Agarawala et al. developed BumpTop – a 3D desktop inter-
face that was designed to organize desktop objects using a
pile metaphor (instead of filing) [1]. BumpTop is a 3D desk-
top interface that assigns desktop items with virtual physical
characteristics such as weight, inertia, and friction. It aims
at creating a virtual environment to make the user interaction
with desktop objects more realistic – resembling real world
desktops – much like how users would manipulate objects
on a desk. BumpTop strictly follows the desktop metaphor;
virtual boundaries are defined within a single viewpoint to
simulate the real world desktop environment. To support and
enhance the spatial memory effect, we extend this research
by defining a larger boundary in the 3rd dimension (point in-
side/outside the display) while allowing users to change dif-
ferent viewpoints to navigate through the 3D space.

Filing and piling are two common strategies used to manip-
ulate and facilitate desktop objects. They were studied and
compared extensively in previous work [9, 10, 18]. How-
ever, most of these studies were conducted in the commer-
cialized 2D desktop, which limited the possibilities in object
organization.

Lee et al. introduced SpaceTop, a novel concept that com-
bines 2D and spatial 3D interactions in a single desktop
workspace [8]. Its design illustrates the possibility of switch-
ing from one modality to another, and of simultaneously us-
ing two modalities with different hands. SpaceTop allows
users to interact with 2D desktop objects floating in a 3D
space directly with hands (gestures) using depth cameras and
a transparent display. Our work focuses on creating a 3D
desktop space within a typical computer monitor, allowing
users to store more objects, and improving usability (in terms
of retrieval time, error rate, etc.) through spatial memoriza-
tion.

Natural User Interface (NUI)
Natural User Interface (NUI) was first coined by Steve Mann
as an interface approach to allow users to interact with the real
world through natural actions (e.g., gestures, speech) as an
alternative to command-line interface (CLI), graphical user
interface (GUI) and tangible user interface (TUI) [11]. Wig-
dor refined this term by asserting that “a NUI is not a natural
user interface, but rather an interface that makes your user act
and feel like a natural” [19]. Thus, through interactions based
on natural user actions, the NUI interface aims to provide a
seamless transition from novice to expert user in terms of user
experience.

Mistry et al. introduced WUW, a wearable gestural interface,
which uses a small projector and a camera mounted on the
user’s hat to visually augment the physical world with inter-
active elements [13]. This design was developed further to
become SixthSense, a computer-vision based wearable gestu-
ral interface that allows users to interact with the augmented
physical world through natural hand gestures [12]. Both
WUW and SixthSense recognize user gestures by detecting
color markers attached to the user’s fingers through a cam-
era feed using computer vision. Additionally, users see the
augmented physical world with digital information through a
tiny projector mounted on their hat. To allow users to interact
with the physical world using natural actions, we extend this
research by replacing the gesture detection and recognition
system with a depth camera (i.e., Leap Motion) mounted on
a glass-like wearable display, allowing users to see the digital
information directly as if it is part of the physical space as
opposed to projecting the information on a physical surface
(e.g., WUW, SixthSense).

Spatial Memory
Spatial memory is the user’s ability to remember where an
item is located [15]. Researchers have attempted to leverage
this ability by provided various cues, dimensions, transitions
and designs to produce faster results for spatial tasks [2, 3, 4,
7, 14, 15, 16, 17]. Our study aims to build on this research
by comparing different desktop projection models (DPMs)
within a 3D environment.

Robertson et al. presented Data Mountain, a visualization ap-
proach that allowed users to retrieve Internet Favourites using
web page screenshots placed on a front-facing 3D “moun-
tain”, a helpful landmark to help users’ navigate the virtual
reality [15]. Data Mountain employed various cues make the
UI appear 3D: continuous perspective sizing, occlusion, and
appropriate sound effects. Data Mountain yielded faster re-
trieval task times than a typical text-based management sys-
tem, which its use of spatial memory allowed for lower stor-
age times, retrieval durations, and failure rates [15]. We ex-
tend this spatial metaphor by allowing multiple viewpoints
and comparing different DPMs while Data Mountain and
Task Gallery only used one viewpoint with mouse cursor in-
put. We also incorporate landmarks (e.g., coloured spheres)
to help users re-locate desktop objects.

Previous research has tested different inputs to interact with
a spatially-based interface. Jetter et al. found that users
demonstrated a stronger spatial memory when arm and hand
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movements (from multitouch input) were involved in a pan-
ning interface navigation (but not with panning and zoom-
ing) [7]. Rädle et al. found similar improvements to naviga-
tion based on spatial memory when egocentric body moments
were used instead of traditional “drag-to-pan” and “pinch-to-
zoom” touch gestures [14]. We extend these findings by em-
ploying arm and hand gestures to interact with the system.

In analysis between the usefulness of 2D versus 3D naviga-
tion, Andy Cockburn et al. found no significant difference in
performance between the 3D and 2D interfaces [2, 4]. He also
found that a third dimension for interaction actually hindered
participants’ performance [5]. While we compare dimension-
ality by testing different forms DPMs, we aim to provide a
more immersive 3D environment with gesture-based input
unlike Cockburn et al.’s studies, which only used monocu-
lar static computer displays with the more traditional mouse
input [4].

Finally, spatial memory has been found to be better formed
if the interface includes an element of difficulty while keep-
ing use interesting and fun [3]. We aim to include both of
these interaction designs in developing the 3D interface and
test the interfaces in terms of time, interaction path, and user
preference.

RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS
Our study answers the following research questions:

1. Does an immersive space/room metaphor 3D desktop pro-
jection model (the immersive DPM) result in optimized
user performance (less time and shortest virtual path taken)
than other 3D projection models?

2. Does an immersive space/room metaphor 3D desktop pro-
jection model (the immersive DPM) result in higher user
preference than other 3D projection models and traditional
2D desktop interface?

Our research questions are answered by applying our hy-
pothesis on the experiment results (dependent variables) to
compare the three different DPMs (independent variable). In
accordance with related research that compared input meth-
ods [7], we will determine which DPM exhibits the best spa-
tial memory performance (lowest task completion time), the
best navigation performance (shortest physical path), and user
preference (according to participants). Each of our hypothe-
ses is outlined below:

H1. Spatial Memory Performance.

1. The iDPM will have the best spatial memory performance.
More physical body-centric actions – potentially supported
in this interface – have been shown to improve the time
performance of navigation-based spatial tasks [14].

2. The pDPM will have the second best spatial memory per-
formance. Although done with a 2D physical interface of
displayed pages and selection using a laser pointer, Cock-
burn et al. found this interface yielded faster retrieval times
than both physical and virtual (with mouse input) 3D-based
interfaces [5].

H2. Navigation Performance.

1. The pDPM will have the best navigation performance. Its
vertical 2D plane will have the smallest size compare to the
other two DPMs.

2. The iDPM will have the next best performance. Applying
the findings of [14], we believe that combined body and
hand motion in efficient movement paths will yield better
results than using gestures alone.

H3. User Preference.

1. The iDPM will have the best user preference and will be
the most natural/intuitive user interface. The i DPM, com-
pared to the other interfaces, functions in a way most sup-
ported by the Natural User Interface design, and hence, we
believe that users will learn it quickly, and be impressed by
its clear real-life metaphor.

2. The vDPM will have the second best user preference. Al-
though a 3D interface yielded slower results, Cockburn et
al. observed that users found it “natural” and rated it as
being more effective than a 2D interface [4].

PILOT STUDY
In order to better understand the feasibility and effective-
ness of the proposed DPMs, we first ran an initial within-
participant pilot study. This allowed us to refine the method-
ology that would be used in the study.

Apparatus
To run the study, a number of materials were used as shown
in Figure 2; to process and display the interfaces, we used a
MacBook Pro with 4 GB of RAM, Intel i7 2GHz processor,
and Mac OS. The system was connected to an Epson Move-
rio BT-100 Wearable Display (regulated using an Android-
based controller) with 960x540 resolution, 60 Hz refresh rate,
and a perceived image size of 80” at 5 meters. A proto-
type Leap Motion controller was used to track hand motions.
A PhidgetSpatial 3/3/3 Basic accelerometer was attached to
the wearable display during the experiment. In addition to
this equipment, participants filled out an online questionnaire
powered by Google, and were recorded using Lenovo You-
Cam video recording.

Participants
In the pilot study, we had one female participant, 24-years-
old. She was recruited on a voluntary basis and expected the
study to involve a 3D interface and wearable display. We
required that all participants we use have average control of
their arms and hands with either 20/20 vision or vision cor-
rected to 20/20, and not to be color-blind.

Experimental Design
The independent variable in this study is the type of DPM be-
ing used, which has three levels: pDPM, vDPM, and iDPM.
For each DPM, users were asked to complete two tasks that
represented basic desktop management activities: replication
(organizing the desktop) and retrieval (finding a set of desk-
top objects). Because the nature of the tasks are different, the
results of each task cannot be compared against each other.
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Apparatus Experiment set-up
Figure 2. Apparatus used in the experiment: a: Epson Moverio BT-100
Wearable Display, b: Leap Motion Controller, c: PhidgetSpatial 3/3/3
Basic accelerometer, d: Android-based Controller for Epson Moverio
BT-100 Wearable Display, e and f: HDMI to AV converter. To use each
DPM, participants sat with their hand extended over the Leap Motion
Controller while wearing the Epson Moverio BT-100 Wearable Display
attached with the PhidgetSpatial 3/3/3.

A within-participants design was used due to a low number
of potential participants. This design also made it possible
to compare users’ performance when using different DPMs,
and gather data on user preference based on their experience
using all three DPMs. The order in which DPMs were tested
varied between users in order to counterbalance any potential
order effects.

Tasks & Procedures
The procedure of the user evaluation is as follows. First, the
participant was given a brief introduction of the technology
of the DPMs in the form a information sheet with concept di-
agrams of each DPM (see Figure 1’s concept sketches). Af-
ter providing information in a questionnaire about their indi-
vidual use of computer desktop interfaces, demographic data,
and hypothesis for each of our dependent variables, partic-
ipants were put through the following DPM-specific proce-
dure in a predefined order. Although only one DPM is re-
ferred, the procedure is executed once for each DPM – to-
talling 3 iterations.

At the start of this procedure, the participant was given a short
explanation of the DPM and a maximum time of five min-
utes to warm-up. Each interface contained desktop objects;
each object had a particular number and dominant colour.
Once comfortable with the interface, the participant com-
pleted the following tasks while being prompted to narrate
his/her thoughts aloud. Details of both tasks are described be-
low. Participants completed the replication Task first so that
they could to gain some sense of where the desktop objects
would be placed for the retrieval Task.

1. Replication Task: The participant must replicate a 3D for-
mation of desktop objects by dragging 15 icons to coloured
sphere-areas that match the icon’s main colour. Some
icons were initially located within the incorrect coloured
sphere, and they could be unintentionally dragged out of
the sphere. An numerically-ordered list of the icons still

needing to be moved was shown over the upper-left corner
of the screen.

2. Retrieval Task: Now more aware of the location of cer-
tain desktop objects from completing the replication task,
the participant was given the same interface with the icons
grouped correctly where their coloured sphere was located,
and asked to find and grab 15 desktop objects. Participants
were anticipated to remember where the icons were placed
by leveraging their spatial memory.

After the warm-up and each individual task, the participant
was asked to give some general feedback and describe their
experience in their own words. After the second task was
completed, the participant then filled out a questionnaire to
quantify the feedback, describe what they felt, and estimate
their performance in all DPMs. This latter estimate was up-
dated as they completed each DPM.

Once all DPMs were tested, the user was given a short ques-
tionnaire to re-evaluate their preference and experience with
each DPM, and provide general suggestions or comments
about their performance.

Measures
In this experiment, there are three dependent variables that
were measured to determine the success of each projection
model:

• Spatial Memory Performance: The total amount of time (in
seconds) taken for a user to complete a single task. There is
no time penalty for errors in either task, since users cannot
complete the task without correcting the error.

• Navigation Performance: The physical path used to move
to the destination, which is measured in terms of distance
(in millimeters) the cursor was moved as shown in Equa-
tion 1.

√
(∆x)2 + (∆y)2 + (∆z)2 (1)

This formula calculates the distance that the users’ hands
moved, ∆x, ∆y, and ∆z are the hands’ changes in the
three dimensions. There is no penalty to distance for errors
in either task, because users must correct the error in order
to complete the task.

• User Preference: Subjective data on each participant’s ease
of use, difficulty at learning the each DPM, general prefer-
ence, estimated effectiveness, and stress levels. These are
measured using a questionnaire designed based on NASA-
TLX [6].

Spatial memory and navigation performances from using
each interface was compared in order to answer (1): if the
iDPM will perform best (least time taken and shortest path
taken). Comparing values of user preference will answer (2.):
if the iDPM is most preferred by participants. In addition to
these quantitative measures, we observed participants’ com-
ments, reasoning and common patterns among the gestures.
This qualitative data is taken into consideration, along with
user performance data, when analysing and discussing the re-
sults.
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Data collection
The quantitative data was collected via computer-based au-
tomatic data recording and questionnaires. Data measuring
user performance (Spatial Memory Performance, Navigation
Performance) was collected automatically by the computer as
users complete the tasks. Subjective data was collected using
questionnaires. Within the questionnaire, users were asked to
rate their different levels each aspect (e.g., ease of use) using
a Likert scale (i.e., 1 = very low ease of use, 7 = very high
ease of use).

Qualitative data was captured throughout the procedure. Dur-
ing tasks and in post-task feedback, narrations of the par-
ticipant’s reasoning and comments were recorded and tran-
scribed for analysis. During the questionnaires, participants
were prompted on why they selected different ratings. An in-
terview with open-ended questions was conducted to collect
some direct feedback on user preferences with the different
DPMs in terms of how the DPM felt to learn and use, what
was liked and disliked about it, and what suggestions could
be made to improve it.

Pilot Study Results
After concluding this pilot trial, we re-assessed our pre-
liminary study, and made some modifications to it: we re-
moved the vDPM from quantitative comparison, and reduced
the number of desktop objects in tasks. Our reasoning for
changes is discussed below.

During the replication task for the vDPM, we found that it
was almost impossible to use; the participant took more than
5 minutes just to grab the first desktop object. As mentioned
in the previous section, the vDPM is similar to the pDPM,
but with the addition of a third dimension. In order to grab a
desktop object, the cursor (controlled by hand gesture) must
overlap with the object in all three dimensions.Whenever a
user tried to grab an object, the sensor (i.e., Leap Motion
Controller) would interpret the grab gesture as a change in the
user’s hand position, causing the cursor to move away from
the object, and making it very difficult for users to pick up
desktop objects. Similar issues occurred when participants
tried to release an object in a target area; the cursor would
move out of the target area before releasing the object.

In the questionnaire conducted after using all three DPMs,
the participant ranked the vDPM as the least preferred and
yielding the worst overall experience. Therefore, we decided
to have participants forgo the tasks with the vDPM, and in-
stead just try the vDPM without measuring time and distance
to provide only qualitative feedback.

Additionally, the number of icons in each task was reduced
from 15 to 10. During the pilot study, the user spent more than
15 minutes completing the replication task in the iDPM, and
needed rest breaks between tasks. This indicated that while
using 15 icons, the study would take more time to complete
than participants would be willing to spend on a voluntary
basis. Ten icons were used because it was sufficiently many
to still gather meaningful data on each DPM.

METHODOLOGY
In this experiment, we mainly evaluated the pDPM and
iDPM. The goal of this study is to provide a more sound
comparison of our two most promising DPMs. Because our
pilot study determined the feasibility and effectiveness of our
methodology, most of the procedure used in this experiment
is nearly identical to the pilot. Only the following two modi-
fications have been made to the experimental procedure:

1. The first change was to only qualitatively evaluate the
vDPM. We let participants practice using the vDPM af-
ter completing the tasks with the other two DPMs. This
change also affected our pre-defined order. Instead of hav-
ing six different orders, we only had two, (i.e. pDPM →
iDPM → vDPM, and iDPM → pDPM → vDPM). Time
and distance for both tasks were only measured for the
pDPM and iDPM..

2. The second change was to reduce the total number of desk-
top objects from 15 to 10 for both the replication and the
retrieval task. This was done due to limitations with the
amount of time available to conduct the study.

The experimental design and procedures were otherwise
identical to that used in the pilot study as shown in Figure 3.
New participants were used in this experiment, and they are
described in detail in the next section.

Figure 3. Experimental Design. In the experiment, participants were
put through this procedure. To counterbalance order effects, planar
(pDPM) and immersive (iDPM) tests were ordered differently between
participants. The volumetric (vDPM) was conducted after these two, to
gain only qualitative data.

Participants
In accordance to similar user evaluations [1, 8], this study
used 6 new participants between the ages of 18 and 27. All
participants were students at the University of Toronto – ac-
quaintances of at least one of the researchers, recruited on a
voluntary basis, and expected the study to involve a 3D in-
terface and wearable display. All participants were required
to have average control of their arms and hands, have either
20/20 vision or vision corrected to 20/20, and not be color-
blind.
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Participants, by filling in a questionnaire, reported that they
used a desktop interface on their computers daily. Most
(5 of 6) had never or very rarely used a gesture-based inter-
face in the past year, while one had used one a few times a
month. Half had used a drag-and-drop motion to move desk-
top objects sometimes, while the other half used it always.
However, participants only used spatial memory to re-locate
desktop icons usually, sometimes, and very rarely. The num-
ber of desktop icons varied greatly among participants: 1-9
(2 of 6), 10-24 (2 of 6), 25-49 (1 of 6), and 50-99 (1 of 6).

RESULTS
Based on our research questions, we found the following re-
sults relating to (1) the time and distance needed to complete
the tasks and (2) user preference associated with each DPM.

Time & Distance
The average time and distance to complete each of the proce-
dure tasks for the pDPM and iDPM interfaces are shown in
Figure 4. Because the study used a within-participant design,
and we wanted to inspect the performance measures of the
pDPM and iDPM, we applied a Welch 1-sided paired t-test
comparing each participant’s performance in terms of time
and distance for the separate replication and retrieval tasks.
We confirmed using the Shapiro-Wilk test that these differ-
ences were found to be from a normal distribution. In all situ-
ations, the time and distance required when using the pDPM
was significantly lower than when using the iDPM. The ef-
fect size of the DPM, according to Cohen’s d, was large. The
results of this study are presented in Table 1.

Replication Retrieval Replication Retrieval

(a) Time (sec) (b) Distance (m)

Figure 4. (a) Time and (b) Distance results of the pDPM and iDPM
for each task (Replication or Retrieval). Bar heights indicate the aver-
age, while error bars indicate the standard deviation. In all cases, the
pDPM’s results are lower than the iDPM’s results.

User Preference
The individual user preferences are shown in Figure 5. In
the hypothesis (pre-tests) questionnaire, which asked users to
rank their expected performance on each DPM based only on
an introductory information sheet, most participants (5 of 6)
expected that the iDPM would yield the best user experi-
ence. The pDPM was always perceived to yield the worst
or medium experiences.

After participants had completed both tasks with all of the
DPMs, most of them (4 of 6) rated the pDPM as being more
preferred than the iDPM. By numerating this data (e.g, 3 =
most preferred), and applying a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test,

Task pDPM iDPM
Mean SD Mean SD t(5) d

Time (sec)
1 100.77 56.69 440.37 79.44 10.19 4.16
2 80.33 24.48 306.40 95.07 5.78 2.36

Distance (m)
1 7.40 6.85 34.32 11.37 8.79 3.59
2 4.05 1.67 23.85 11.73 4.22 1.72

Table 1. Paired t-test results comparing the planar (pDPM) and im-
mersive (iDPM) DPMs using their required time (seconds) and distance
(millimeters) to complete each tasks. Significance was found in all cases
(p < 0.05). The effect size of the DPM, according to Cohen’s d (d), was
large.

(a) pDPM (b) iDPM

Figure 5. User Preference results for the pDPM and iDPM – as sub-
mitted by each participant before and after all tests in the procedure.
The red dashed line represents the average rating (assuming Best = 3,
Medium = 2, Worst = 1), and the error bars show the standard devia-
tion.

we find no significance between the pDPM and the iDPM in
both the hypothesis and conclusion ratings. The medians of
each group and results of the study is show in Table 2.

To investigate further on how users ranked their preferences,
we considered other ratings (e.g., mental demand, ease-of-
use) and tried to find significant difference between the results
for the pDPM and the iDPM.

DISCUSSION
The following sections aim to discuss the data gathered dur-
ing the experiment, as well as the impact that different factors
had on the data. We also discuss the issues with the vDPM
that led to us not gathering quantitative data for it.

Time & Distance
In reviewing the data gathered on the time and distance re-
quired to complete each task, we consider various factors that
could explain why the pDPM required less time and distance
than the iDPM. This is of particular interest because our find-
ings contradict H1; that spatial memory would allow users to

pDPM iDPM Results
Ratings Median Median W Z r

Pre-tests 2.0 3.0 18 1.67 0.48
Post-tests 2.5 2.0 6 1 0.29

Table 2. Wilcoxon Signed-rank test results comparing the planar
(pDPM) and immersive (iDPM) DPMs using their given user prefer-
ence (e.g., 3 = most preferred). In all cases, significance was not found
(p > 0.05).
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complete tasks more quickly using the iDPM. The data gath-
ered also confirms H2; that the distance users need to move
their hands is lower in the pDPM.

Planar DPM Factors
We believe that the familiarity that participants already have
with a 2-dimensional desktop interface would have had a pos-
itive impact on their performance when using the pDPM. All
participants in this study use a computer with a traditional
desktop on a daily basis, and as a result, they were already
familiar with the interface. The only learning that they were
required to do was with the Leap Motion controller, which
was a somewhat simple task.

Immersive DPM Factors
There were a number of factors that we believe had a detri-
mental effect on the performance of the participants while us-
ing the iDPM. Unlike other studies, such as Rädle et al. [14],
which H1 is based upon, the iDPM has users moving over the
surface of the sphere, rather than through the space inside it.
Because the users work in a different space than they do in
previous studies, we did expect some discrepancies between
our results and the results in previous work.

The factor that we believe had the largest impact on user per-
formance was the inability for a user to see their hands at all
times when using this DPM. During the test, participants were
required to keep their hand positioned over the Leap Mo-
tion controller, which was placed on a table in front of them.
While using this DPM, participants would often be required
to turn their heads and bodies, which often led to a situation
where their hands were outside their field of view. When this
occurred, the participants’ hands would drift outside of the
range of the Leap Motion controller, causing a navigation er-
ror which they then needed to correct. This issue artificially
increased the time and distance needed to complete each task.

The next most significant factor is related to the first. Un-
like the pDPM where users could see the entire desktop at
all times, the iDPM limited the users to a 70◦ field of view,
which often caused the participants to turn around to find spe-
cific icons or targets. Although this issue would not happen
if the user was given more time to learn the position of each
icon, it had a significant and negative impact during the ex-
periment. This issue compounded with the first to cause a
greater increase in time required for each task.

Another factor was the onset of dizziness in 2 of 6 of the
test participants, one of whom regularly suffers from motion
sickness. Unfortunately, there is insufficient data to suggest
whether this was caused by the interface itself, or by the par-
ticipants making several rapid head movements in succession.
While there was some initial concern that the augmented re-
ality glasses could cause nausea or motion sickness in some
of the participants, none of the participants because ill or re-
ported feelings of nausea.

Finally, we believe that the participants’ expectations may
have had an impact on their performance. Before the experi-
ment, 4 of 6 participants expected the iDPM to require more
time than the pDPM, and 2 of 6 expected it to take the same
amount of time as the other DPMs. In terms of distance, all

participants believed that the iDPM would require more phys-
ical distance during tasks. It’s possible that the participants’
expectations may have had a slight negative impact on their
performance.

User Preference
In reviewing the user preference of each DPM, we take into
account the levels of stress, self-aware performance, ease-of-
learning, ease-of-use, mental demand and physical demand.

Ratings Prior to Experiments
Considering only the pre-tests preferences, most participants
(5 of 6) complied with our hypothesis H3 that the iDPM
would be the most preferred. Based on the concepts un-
derstood by the introductory information sheet, participants
believed the iDPM would yield the best experience because
it resembled popular science fiction, seemed “cool”, and
seemed to be the closest to reality. This last point coincides
with the findings of Cockburn et al., which we based our
hypothesis (H3) on, whose participants felt the 3D interface
would be more “natural” [4].

Participants also generally rated the iDPM as having approx-
imately the same ease-of-use as the pDPM. Hence, if the
iDPM were to provide the same ease of use as the pDPM,
we believe that it would be more interesting and subsequently
more preferred. In contrast, the pDPM was usually rated as
having a poorer experience because it did not seem as closely
tied to reality as the iDPM (desktop objects were bounded to
a 2D plane), or because it wasn’t as unusual iDPM – suggest-
ing some novelty component in initial preferences.

Ratings After Experiments
After the tests had been administered, most participants
(4 of 6) preferred the pDPM over the iDPM. They cited their
reasoning on implementation issues with the iDPM (e.g., the
iDPM required users to maintain their hand position over
the Leap Motion controller). The higher preference for the
pDPM may have been because it proved better overall experi-
ence, ease-of-use, ease-of-learning, mental demand, physical
demand, stress level, and self performance.

Considering the Likert-scale rankings provided for the overall
experience (where 7 indicates the best experience, and 1, the
worst), the pDPM and iDPM had medians of 6.0 and 3.0 re-
spectively indicating that participants had a better experience
in the pDPM. However, a Wilcoxon Signed-rank test found
no significant effect of DPM on user experience (W = 1,
Z = −1.69, p > 0.05, r = 0.49). Similar results were found
in other measurements, as shown in Table 3. Hence, while the
results suggest a more favourable experience with the pDPM,
more trials may be needed to find significance.

There are two primary factors that may have influenced these
measurements: influence from existing technology, and hard-
ware limitations. First, users may have found the pDPM eas-
ier to learn and use due to its similarity to existing desktop
interfaces. Second, there were some issues with the Phid-
getSpatial that made it slightly more difficult to control the
orientation of the camera when using the iDPM. This issue
compounded with the limited range of the Leap Motion’s
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pDPM iDPM Results
Type Med. Med. W Z r

Ability to Learn 6.0 3.0 0 1.95 0.56
Ability to Use 6.0 3.5 0 2.11 0.86
Mental Demand 2.0 4.0 0 2.11 0.86
Physical Demand 2.0 4.0 0 1.95 0.79
Stress Level 3.0 6.0 17 1.37 0.39
Self-assessment of performance for each task:
Replication 5.0 4.5 20 2.05 0.59
Retrieval 6.0 2.0 10 1.95 0.56

Table 3. Wilcoxon Signed-rank test results and medians (Med.) com-
paring the planar (pDPM) and immersive (iDPM) using their differ-
ent properties of task load. In all cases, significance was not found
(p > 0.05). These results that indicate that the pDPM was easier to
learn and use, and had lower levels of mental demand, physical demand
and stress. Participants also assessed themselves having done better for
both tasks in the pDPM.

camera and made the iDPM much harder to interact with.
These issues then increased the mental and physical demand
required to use the iDPM and vDPM.

While the preference of the iDPM was generally worse than
the pDPM, participants still seemed open the the its concept.
Future work could overcome these implementation issues,
and potentially produce more results that preferred the iDPM.

Volumetric DPM Feedback
In this section, we attempt to analyze some of the factors that
caused users to be unable to use the vDPM. We will also ana-
lyze the participant feedback regarding the vDPM separately
from the other feedback, since it was collected under differ-
ent conditions; participants were not required to complete the
tasks using the vDPM.

As mentioned as one of the issues of vDPM in the pilot study,
one of the main factors was a limitation of the Leap Motion
controller, which greatly increased the difficulty of interact-
ing with the desktop icons. In order to “grab” an icon, users
must close their first while the cursor is aligned with a desktop
icon. Unfortunately, the algorithm used by the Leap Motion
controller created an issue; the Leap Motion calculates the
centre of a participant’s palm as the centroid of the hand. As
a result, whenever users made a fist, the Leap Motion moved
the palm position, causing the cursor to come out of align-
ment with the desktop icon.

The issue with the Leap Motion compounded with a second
significant issue: the lack of depth perception. According to
available documentation, it was impossible to use a stereo-
scopic display for this experiment. As a result, there was no
depth perception in the vDPM. Additionally, although there
were depth cues, users were not able to easily determine the
relative positions of objects. The main consequence of this
was that it became too difficult for users to move the cur-
sor into alignment with desktop icons, making it much more
difficult to grab them. This was compounded by problems
found in Cockburn et al. [5], where it was shown that a 3D
environment will create too much “wiggle room”, making it
significantly harder to align the cursor with the icons.

As a result of these issues, participants could not be expected
to complete either task; the participant in the pilot study took
long enough to complete the first task that she asked to con-
tinue without completing it. Because of this, it was decided
that asking participants to complete the tasks using the vDPM
was unrealistic, and that it was more reasonable to simply ask
the participants for qualitative data regarding this DPM.

Prior to testing, the participants’ predictions for the vDPM
varied more than the other DPMs, with one-third of par-
ticipants predicting that it would be the worst, average, or
best DPM. After the experiment and understanding that re-
searchers expected the vDPM to perform poorly, the partici-
pants’ opinions were similarly divided, with two participants
thinking it was the best, one thinking it was average, and three
thinking it was the worst.

As well, 2 of 6 users found the input mapping to be counter-
intuitive, and expected the mapping to be similar to a tradi-
tional desktop, where motion along the z-axis would move
the cursor along the y axis. They commented that the input
mapping felt unnatural and hard to use.

We believe that the divided opinions were a result of two con-
flicting factors. First, participants were not required to com-
plete the tasks, which we believe lowered the mental stress
of using it. As well, participants were able to use this DPM
at their leisure, instead of trying to complete a task quickly,
which would reduce the physical demand. These factors
would have improved the participants’ experience. Opposing
this factor is the increased difficulty of use that all partici-
pants experienced, as outlined above. Because of this con-
flicting factors, the participants’ opinions before and after the
experiment were very similar.

Limitations
One of the issues that may have prevented users from be-
ing able to use the vDPM was that it was a 3D space be-
ing projected onto a 2D surface. As a result, users lacked the
depth perception that they needed in order to properly use this
DPM. This was due to technical limitations in the engine used
to run the experiment, which did not support a stereoscopic
display on this hardware. Another main limitations of this
study is that the augmented reality glasses have a relatively
small display (80” at 5m). As a result, it may not accurately
reflect how well users could use each DPM when applied to a
larger space, such as a 2’ display at a distance of 1m (a typical
computer monitor).

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel natural user interface to
allow users to interact with desktop objects using augmented
reality glasses and natural gestures, and attempted to im-
prove performance and user experience through the use of
spatial memory. In our study, we defined a Desktop Projec-
tion Model (DPM) as a way to represent a desktop in a 3D
space, where we proposed three DPMs: planar (pDPM), im-
mersive (iDPM), and volumetric (vDPM). To evaluate user
performance, we collected and measured the spatial mem-
ory performance (time) and navigation performance (physical
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distance of gestures) based on two tasks designed to simulate
typical desktop interactions.

From our pilot study, we found that vDPM was almost un-
usable, and hence, we only sought to obtain qualitative feed-
back for its design in our experiment. During our preliminary
experiment, we found that the pDPM required significantly
less time and less distance to complete tasks than the iDPM
(answering research question (1) on user performance). Con-
cerning user preference (2), we found that initially most peo-
ple preferred the iDPM to the other DPMs; however, after
use more people prefered pDPM. Finally, the vDPM was un-
usable due to hardware limitations.

The main limitations were from the augmented reality glasses
and the Leap Motion controller. The augmented reality
glasses used in our prototype had a relatively small perceived
image size, i.e. 80” at 5 meters. The Leap Motion controller
was the engineering prototype, which had a small effective
range (approx. 1 meter), and a limited field of view (approx.
60 degrees). Thus, it was too sensitive for movement over the
z-axis, and the hardware failed to detect hand position during
grab gesture. We conclude that future work is necessary to
determine the viability of this interface

Future Work
Due to issues with the vDPM, it would be beneficial to see
how well this DPM can be used with a stereoscopic display.
Our study looked at how well users can use each DPM when
it’s positioned relative to the user; in future, studies should
also consider how users interact with each DPM when it has
a static position (e.g., a fixed position in space), and users are
able to move around it. For instance, the user could interact
with the vDPM from the side, rather than from the front.

In this study, the sensor for tracking hand motion was posi-
tioned on a desk in front of the user. It may be possible to
mount the sensor on the user’s head, using either a harness of
some sort or by attaching it to the augmented reality glasses.
This may drastically increase usability, and should be inves-
tigated.

Finally, the effects of the iDPM on spatial memory must be
more thoroughly and more explicitly evaluated (e.g., consider
a greater time laspse between tasks). According to related
research, the more body-centric interaction of the iDPM [14],
and the additional difficulty of using it [3], would make it key
in leveraging the spatial memory of a user – than the pDPM.
Future work could analyse this potential effect, consider its
implications, and design tasks more appropriate for the iDPM
or the pDPM.
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